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Lucky Kicker Feature
Players who trigger the Charms Full Link Feature  

with a Blue Coin will enjoy the game’s Lucky 
Kicker Feature. The Lucky Kicker is an additional 
independent reel position outside the standard 
reel frame. Similar to the standard reel frame, 
the Lucky Kicker reel only contains Leprechaun 

symbols and blank spaces. This space allows 
players to collect additional prizes and additional 

spin resets during the feature, to help increase 
the play time and payout of the event. If the 

Lucky Kicker and Double Games Feature are both 
awarded, then the player will have two  

Lucky Kickers—one for each reel frame. 

Players will seek four-leaf fortunes in Charms Full Link™, an original linked progressive 
slot series by Konami Gaming, Inc. The first to combine an All Aboard-style credit 
collection feature with a triple bonus mechanic, Charms Full Link uniquely pairs the 
popular prize feature of All Aboard™, with a mix 
of bonus adventures found in games like Dragon’s 
Law Fortune™ and Lucky Honeycomb Fortune™. The 
series’ rainbow of colors and sparkling animations 
are also highly attractive, and made even more 
inviting by cartoony leprechaun characters.

With a rainbow variety of bonus events, Charms Full Link is a must-see Konami slot series. Its signature Charms Full Link 
Feature combines an All Aboard-style credit collection event with a triple bonus mechanic to offer several entertaining 
credit collection adventures in one game. Throughout primary play, Gold, Green, Red, and Blue Coin symbols appear 
across the reels. Any 6 or more Coin symbols trigger the Charms Full Link Feature, where players can unlock different 
bonus mechanics based on which Coin colors they collect, such as bonus spins and bonus reel frames. In addition,  
there’s a bonus Lucky Kicker Reel that gives players the chance to win bonus collections on all displayed prizes.

Charms Full Link Feature 
Whenever 6 or more Coins of any color are collected, the Charms Full Link Feature is awarded, populating a bonus reel 
frame in the style of Konami’s player-favorite All Aboard. Three spins are awarded at the start of the feature, resetting 
anytime a Leprechaun symbol lands. All reel positions are independent, containing only Leprechaun symbols and blank 
spaces. For any spin that results in a Leprechaun symbol, all displayed credit prizes are collected. After, the Leprechaun 
symbol transforms into a random prize symbol, the feature continues. Coin symbol amounts scale by denomination. 
Based on the colors of the Coins that triggered the feature, players can unlock any combination of the following 
bonuses—up to all three at once!

GAME PLAY

Charms Full Link Feature

Extra Spins Feature
If a Green Coin was included in the Charms Full Link 
trigger event, then the player is awarded 4 spins at  

the start of the feature, instead of the typical 3 spins.  
In addition, any time the spins reset during  
the Extra Spins Feature, it resets at 4 spins  

rather than the typical 3 spins.  

Double Games Feature
If the Charms Full Link Feature trigger includes 
a Red Coin, then the Double Games Feature is 

awarded and an entire bonus reel frame appears 
overtop the primary reel frame. The Coins that 
triggered the feature are copied to the bonus 
reel frame, after which, the differing frames 

spin independently with separate random prizes 
and number of available spins. Should one reel 

frame complete before the other, it is held static 
until the other is completed—at which time the 

combined final feature celebration takes place 
for both reel frames. 
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GAME THEME COMPATIBILITY

BET CONFIGURATION

MERCHANDISING

GAME PLAY (CONTINUED)
In addition to the triple bonus features, players can also win jackpot awards during the Charms Full Link Feature, including the following: 

Bonus Coin Awards 
 Throughout the feature, standalone bonus awards for Mega, Major, Minor, and Mini 
can appear randomly on the Coin symbols, for the chance to win bonus prizes again 
and again throughout the feature. Bonus award amounts scale by denomination.

Grand Jackpot Award 
If any reel frame is filled across all 15 reel positions during the 
Charms Full Link Feature, then the Grand Jackpot is awarded. 
Players can even win two Grand Jackpots if the Double Games 
Feature is active and both reel frames are filled with prizes. 
The Grand Jackpot can also be awarded randomly anytime 
during primary play. The Grand Jackpot reset value can be set 
at $10,000, $5,000, or $2,500, according to operator preference. 

Charms Full Link is available with two debut base games, which can combine under the same 1-level link.

Charms Full Link is a multi-denomination game, available in 
1¢, 2¢, 5¢, 10¢, 20¢, 25¢, $1, and $2 options. 

Charms Full Link has available pod fillers and LED sign 
merchandising with custom animation.

Bonus Coin Awards Grand Jackpot Award

��
��

Balanced atop an ever-increasing golden pot of multi-colored 
coins, the leprechaun hero character in Leprechaun’s Blessing™ 

joyfully awaits the moment when colored Coins fall onto the 
reel frame for the chance at fantastic wins.

Mustached and bespectacled, the grey-haired leprechaun in 
Leprechaun’s Gifts™ smiles with joy over the game’s obscured 

Action Stacked Symbols®, which unwrap to reveal potential 
Coins or fun symbol win combinations. 
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DIMENSIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS

CONTACT YOUR KONAMI  
SALES REPRESENTATIVE  
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Konami Gaming, Inc. 
585 Konami Circle 
Las Vegas NV, 89119

866.KGI.INFO 
www.konamigaming.com
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